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Our FPGA-powered feed handler is resilient to volatile market bursts and maintains deterministic, 
jitter-free performance even during high influxes of market data. 

Equipped with A/B arbitration for added reliability, nxFeed filters unneeded data and delivers a fully 
digested and processed feed to the trading application — increasing overall performance by reducing 
the network and server load

Designed to easily integrate with existing infrastructures via a lean, standardized C++ API, our feed 
handlers are equipped with features usually reserved for full software solutions:

TCP-based user resynchronization, monitoring & outage handling

Centralized trading symbol management

Centralized user administration & management

What makes nxFeed unique?

nxFeed is for financial hosting and connectivity service providers who want to offer ultra-low latency 
services to their existing customers using their existing infrastructure. 

With 60+ exchanges currently supported, the nxFeed solution offers a very broad global coverage 
allowing our customers to easily expand to new venues and tap into more liquidity pools.

Who should use nxFeed?

Speed: driven by next-gen Xilinx VUS+ FPGA technology, the processing, normali-
zation and distribution of market data is fully performed by the FPGA

Efficiency: a standardized, easy-to-use C++ API interfaces directly with your 
trading applications without forfeiting speed or processing power

Resiliency: our reliable and ultra-lean API can handle any resynchronization or 
reconnection with the exchange to manage midday connection or network outages

Flexibility: able to distribute data to applications viaPCIe or Ethernet, nxFeed can 
adapt to all scenarios and feed several trading desks at once

Power: give your servers a break — our FPGA will fully process the market data 
freeing up power for other critical tasks

Our nxFeed solution is an ultra-low latency, full hardware feed handler that uses the industry's latest 
FPGA technology to distribute fully processed, filtered, and normalized market data from all major 
exchanges with an industry leading sub-microsecond performance.

Your infrastructure will benefit from wire-speed performance and jitter-free determinism without 
sacrificing simplicity or flexibility.

Developed to satisfy the requirements of all infrastructures, big or small — nxFeed offers:

What is nxFeed?

ReEngineered Market Data Distribution
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Evolve Past Latency.

Specifications:
Average latency under 1.0 µs
Maximum latency under 4 µs
Up to 128 000 symbols per FPGA (by-order feeds)

Up to 256 000 symbols per FPGA (by-price feeds)

Symbols / Message type / Book depth filtering
A/B feed arbitration by message 
Book-based and/or order-based market data 
updates

Exchange resynchronization
Normalized protocol across venues
TCP-based consumer resynchronization
Extreme resiliency to bursts
Up to 8 Multicast outputs with different publi-
cation configurations per FPGA
Monthly performance & EDC updates
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Multi-Site deployment:
This deployment scenario demonstrates how the 
nxFeed solution can be leveraged to:

Ensure the highest quality of data for large 
infrastructures

Filters and generates different feeds to satisfy the   
requirements of different trading desks 

Offers a uniform deployment across datacenters
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Product Overview:
nxFeed's FPGA is in charge of performing 100% of 
the market data processing to ensure best perfor-
mance.

nxFeed supports 2 deployment options with distinct 
configurations & filtering:

Local - over PCI Express
Remote - up to 8 Multicast feeds 

The Enyx market data APIs allow trading applications 
to access a centralized symbology - allowing firms to 
subscribe to the symbols that are important to them. 
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